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Abstract

Many Inherent advantages arc apparent in the use of large planar Ge detectors for the detection,
identification and quantitative assessment of Internally deposited actinide nuclldes. Tha superior
energy resolution In contrast to "Phosvlch type" scintillation detectors, permits lsotoplc ldcntlflcetloae
to be made and reduces ambiguities introduced by natural and human background effects. Our prellmlnsry
studies indicate that a 10 cm2 x 1.2 cm Ge detector is comparable In detection sensitivity to that of
one 125 cm2 "Phoswlch" detector. Son* preliminary considerations and evaluations, photon transport
studies based on Monte Carlo modeling snd measurements of absolute L-serles X-ray yields in the decay
of several actinide nuclldes, are preaented.

Introduction

The impact.of silicon and germanium semiconductor detectors for the measurement of low energy photos*
has been tremendous since their introduction over a decade ago. Saslc research efforts in nuclear,
atoaic and solid state physics, in -geological and extraterrestrial studies and other disciplines have
all benefited by the use of these detectors. They are used routinely in environmental Monitoring, oil
veil logging, in activation analysl* and in safeguards applications to name a few and to some extent,
in applied health physics applications. In the photon energy domain of *150 keV to 2 MeV and higher,

' tt is quite'clear that conventional semiconductor photon spectrometers will never attain the detection
efficiency realized by the use of Csl or Nal scintillation spectrometers. However, the energy resolu-
tion enhancement offered by Ge semiconductor detectors more than offsets the inferior detection effi-
ciency and in counting situations where the precision tends to be poor, the use of Ge detectors Is
clearly indicated. (Dt(2) The Inherent gain stability and high resolution of semiconductor spectro-
meters greatly add to the practitioner'a confidence In making such measurements.

In the lower photon energy domain of about 10-150 keV, both the Ge semiconductor and the Hal
scintillation spectrometers are "black" to photons and the abaoluta detection efficiencies are tor tha
most part, governed by solid angle considerations. In this energy range, the superior resolving pover
of Ge detectors is »ast evident and their use In low Intensity applied health physics applications Is
extremely desirable. One particular health phyalcs application that could greatly benefit Is the "ln-
vivo" detection of respired actinide nuclldes using external detectors. This study represents some of
our preliminary efforts to define and parameterize some of the varlablea Involved in this particular
application end hopefully will be of general applicability.

L-X-R»y Energies and Absolute L-Serles X-Ray Yields

Most actinide nudides of importance in applied health physics are difficult to detect "in-vivo"
using external detectors because of the absence of "hard" photonic radiations in sufficient abundance
to be detectable. Characteristic L-series X rays, and in a few cases low energy gamsa rays, do accompany
the alpha decay of these nuclides and it is usually these radiations that are detected externally. These
L-series X rays, with energies in the range 10-25 keV, are seriously attenuated by the intervening tissue
but the energy dependent attenuation can lead to an independent determination of the average soft tissue
overburden iu the same measurement if more than one L-X rsy line is observed. Clearly, only tha Ge
detector is capable of providing the required energy resolution M00-4OO eV FHHM) as typical scintilla-
tion detectors in this low energy range have resolutions (fiE/E) of '(•SOI or 8-10 keV. An unattenuated
curiua L-X-ray epectrua arising In the decay of 13-year "°Cf Is shown In Figure 1 and is typical in
structure with those of other actinide nuclldes. Energies of the most prominent and easily Identifiable)
L-serles X ray.i,thc hi, Lol, L«, and l~x lines for tha elements Z - 90 thru Z - 100 (Th-Fm) ara listed
in Table 1. Nearly all semiconductor detector L-X ray spectra measured at an energy resolution batter
than M kaV FWHH may be partitioned Into four broad groups, tha It, Lo, Lg snd I~ groves, even threat
all L-serlss lines are not readily identifiable.
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Table 1. Eaergiaa in k«V of Proatncnt L-Sasles X-Ksy Uses for the
j EltMtits Th-Cp. _, •

Eleawnt

Th
Pa
0
Kp
fv
Aa
C*
Bk
Cf
Es
rm

z
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

100

11.119
11.366
11.618
11.890
12.124
12.384
12.650
12.917
13.174
13.429
13 685

Line
l « l

12.969
13.291
13.615
13.944
14.279
14.617
14.959
15.307
15.660
16.014
16.374

Destination
l S l

16.202
16.702
17.220
17.750
18.294
18.852
19.426
20.006
20.611
21.234
21.875

\ l

18.983
19.568
20.167
20.785
21.417
22.065
22.730
23.417
24.116
24.835
25.574

To provide accurate L-serles X-ray intensities, ve have Measured the characteristic L-X ray spectra
arising in the decay of several actlnlde nuclldes of importance in applied health physics.O) Isotopic-
ally pure point sources vere prepared directly on thin carbon (40 ug/c«2) or thin nickel foils {0.9 •«./
cm2) using an isotope separator. Absolute disintegration rates vere established by alpha counting using

. standard 2? proportional counters operated vlth argon-Methane. The low energy photon spectra were
measured using a 10 cm2 x 1.2 csi intrinsic planar Ge detector in fixed reproducible geoaetrles. The Ce
detector efficiency calibration vas established using calibrated sources of 2'*1A«>

 5Co, 10sCd aad ll3Sn
and using tha evaluated photon Intensities of Campbell and McKelles.<*) In order to cvoid difficulties
that occur close to the K-absorptlon edge In Ce (t>ll.l keV), measurements vere also made using a Si(Z.l>
detector. These absolute intensity measurements for some of foe r.udides studied are given in Tabl* 2
for the I*, i-o,. tj and Ly groups. The uncertainties in ths intensities arc the standard deviation and
include uncertainties la source disintegration rate aa wall aa the uncertainties in detector efficiency.
Using these absolute L-X ray yields for tha isotopically pure saaples, yields for mUei iaotopic S S B B I M .
as is watt often the case with the fu isotopes, may easily be constructsd. Absolvte yields MM! aaerglM
for sose of the low energy gamma ray transitions ara to be Included in a future xaaoctf) ami tnee*
transitions, often much less intense than tha L-X raya, can be used aa an additional ldeatlfleatiec aid.
Of course, the energies of the L-X rays uniquely identify tha •lament as Is avldest by am lmsaaetlMi
of Table I,



Table

Parent

2. Abaoluta

Xucllda

L-X Rav

L t

Intensities

K

In the Decay of Sev.ral
Z per disintegration

Actlnlde Nudldea.

2<l(Cm

« « C f

0.26+0.01 4.15+0.07 J.61+0.07 1.36+0.02 11.38+0.10

0.113+0.005 1.82+0.04 2.16+0.04 0.53+0.01 4.63+0.06

0.24+0.01 3.78+0.06 4.64+0.07 1.20+0.03 10.06+0.10

0.21+0.02 3.10+0.08 4.15+0.10 1.08+0.04 8.51+0.14

0.86+0.03 13.2+0.3 19.25+0.60 4.85+0.2 36.2 +0:>

0.25+0.01 3.86+0.07 4.30+0.07 1.03+0.02 9.44+0.10

0.21+0.01 3.33+0.07 3.71+0.07 0.86+0.02 ».11+0.10

0.21+0.01 3.27+0.08 3.8S+0.O8 13.85+0.03 8.18+0.12

(a) from Caapball and McNellca (ref. 4).
I (59.543) - 35.9±0.6Z/dls.

Alao I (26.35) - 2.4+0.U/di* andV

Tiaaue Attenuation and Photon Tran«port Calculation*

Sloe* tha aost intense photon radiations in tha decay of aost actinlde nuclides are the L-series
X raye, lt is these radiations that aust be observed in external counter*. The half-value layer for
attenuation by soft tissue for these photon* is approximately 0.6 cm and hence severe calibration pro-
blems »ri»e. Transmission through bone Is negligible and tha photons originating In the lung or upper
respiratory system Bust escape the body thru rib lnteraticea. Calibration factora are thus extremely
photon energy dependent and are a unique function of tha distribution of inhaled particle* within tha
respiratory system.

In an effort to Investigate sons of the variable* which affect external detector calibration fac-
tors, we have- used Mont* Carlo photon transport techniques Co calculate tha spatial >llstrlbution of
unattenuated photon* that exit the body from various origins within the lung. The Hinte Carlo modeling
technique is used In conjunction with a mathematical heterogeneous phantom(5),(6) which closely approx-
imates details of the "Reference Han" given in a recent ICRP report"' although several simplifying
mathematical deacrlptions are used. As an example, the lung is considered to be one half of an ellipsoid
with an anterior section removed. Both lungs are equal in size, 24 cm long and 1689 cm3 in volume. The
photon ti-nspert 1* considered through three different media: lung tissue, soft tissue and bone. The
calculations hava been carried oat for the La, Lg, and Ly lines of tha U L-X ray spectrum and for differ-
ent assumed isotbpic point source locations within the volume of the lunt •ad al*° *>r t h a uniform dis-
tribution. Those photons that exit the body unattanuated. I.e., hava not undergone any collisions, are
counted in 0.7 cm x 0.7 cm grids. The distance, 0.7 em, matches tha half distance between ribs and the
grid structure is aligned to coincide with the ribs for csse in orientation.

Example* of soma of these calculations ara given In Tables 3 and 4 where eur Monte Carlo calcula-
tions hava bean sealed to match the Initial lsotroplc L-X ray diatrlbutlon expected fro* 1 «Cft of *i9Fm
using the absolute group Intensities given in Table 2. The calculations given in the Tables ara baaed

I!
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Table 3 . Calculated
Detector (Upper

Source Location

front Surfacs
Middle
Back Surface

2 J 9 ? u Paint
1/3)/M

l«
'_

Source Calibration Factora for a

cpn/uCllb)

105 104
12.0 17.9
1.9 4.7

a.
212.4
29.9

125 cm2

a. Chest-wall thickness » 3 cm..
b . A useful alternative unit i s cp hour/MPU where IOLB - aas p e n i a s l b l e Iwag

burden • I t nCi. Tha conversion factor I s 0.96 x cpm/vCl - cp b o a r / m a .



Table 4. Calculated 239Pu Point Source Calibration Factor* for a 125
Detector (Hid Plane) <»>.

cpn/uCI
Source Locatior L L. L £L

Front Surface O 230 193 431.7
Middle 0.2 16.8 18.8 35.8
Back Surface - 1_3 2J| JL2

a. Cheat-wall thickness - I!.5 ca.

on point sources located in a vertical plane bisecting the right lung and in a horizontal plane inter-
secting the upper 1/3 of the lung (Table 3) or in a horizontal plane vhlch bisects the lung (Table 4).
Three such point location! ere given in each Table for the front surface, Middle and back surface of
the right lung. The calculated calibration factor* are the net counting rates expected in one 125 CM2

detector, typical for a "Phoswich" scintillation detector, located over the upper portion of the lung.

I5 is clear froa Tables 3 and 4 that soft tissue seriously attenuates the VL-X raya and it is per-
haps fortuitous but nonetheless gratifying to note that our calculated calibration factora for the point
sources located in the Middle of the lung are vithln the range of values currently used in practice for
such detectors. We have also estlaated the calibration factors under the ssae conditions for a 10 ca2

detector, which represents the state of the art in area for a single apectroacoplc grade intrinsic planar
Ge detector. For a point source located in the middle of the lung the appropriate calibration factor la
5.4 cpa/vCl, en entirely unexpected result When the relative detector areaa are taken into consideration -
(12.5:1). For the unifora distribution, which is unlikely to be encountered In practice, the reletlve
calibration factora approach the theoretical value of 12.5:1. We are looking forward to improving our
Modeling technique* to include "realistic" distributions of Pu In the lung that, are likely to be en-
countered In practice.

Conclusions

The application of Ce detector* In the field of in-vlvo detection of respired actlnide* la very
procislng. Eleaentel identifications ara possible using 6a detector* and using a Ca detector array,
determinations of the spatial distribution of the Internal ealttera ara also possible;. Clearly,
vations of the L-X ray apectra at high resolution with a suitable Ce detector array will lead to sore
accurate and aore aensltlve dateralnstions of actlnide lung burdens to the benefit of the occupatlonJl
worker.
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